
mobile 



Mobile is an easily assembled system based on 30mm diameter 

tubing and 3-way joints. Mobile is the latest generation system, 

allowing infinite display solutions. Mobile units are self-supporting, 

offering you the widest freedom and flexibility with display and 

merchandising solutions that can be changed as your needs change.  



one unit…three options 



apparel 





shelving + tables 





wall + ceiling mounted 





Mobile fixtures can be freestanding, wall or ceiling mounted 

and feature a 30mm diameter round tube finished in a 

clear powdercoat. 

 

Freestanding fixtures are lightweight, making them easy to 

move and re-position. 

 

Some freestanding fixtures can be flipped to become single 

hanging rails, double hanging rails or tables. Shelving or 

panelling can also be added with ease. This enables 

multiple uses and formats that can adapt to changing 

merchandising needs. 

 

Accessories include shelf brackets, round tube hangrails 

and forward arms. Shelves are made to customer 

specification. Shelf brackets are suitable for 8-10mm 

toughened glass or 18-25mm mdf shelves.  

 

Mobile and Mobile accessories are available in a selected 

range of designs and sizes. Lead times up to 10 weeks may 

apply for some requirements. 

 

Mobile can be supplied pre-assemble, but is also easily flat-

packed for lower freight costs, requiring allen key assembly.  



• Supplied flat packed 

• Easily assembled 
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